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Chairman and Portfolio Reports – Overview of financial year 2021/22

The committee members of the year under review were as follows:
Name
Stephanie Muller

Ansa du Plessis till Mar 2022; Natalie
Bossi from Mar 22
Pat Titmuss

Petra Broddle
Santie Coetzee
Marie Enslin
Roy Fuller-Gee

Christiana Groenewoud

Eddie Heimann
Dave Honour
Paul Naylor
Jackie Potgieter
Rob Webster

Portfolio
Chairman
Walks & Hikes
Marketing, Website, Social Media
Primary FoBCA Representative at BBNR PAAC
Representative at Blaauwberg Development Area ELC
Secretary
Marketing, Website, Social Media
Treasurer
Alternate FoBCA representative at WANR PAAC
FoBCA representative on Big Bay ELC
CREW Coordinator
Alternate FoBCA representative at GCA PAAC
Ward 23 representation
Representative at Big Bay ELC
FoBCA representative in Ward 113
Primary FoBCA representative of TBNR PAAC
Cultural Heritage
Operational Support
Alternate FoBCA representative at BBNR PAAC
FoBCA representative in Ward 107
Alternate FoBCA representative at TBNR PAAC
Community Networking & Hospitality
Alien Vegetation Hacking
Battle of Blaauwberg and Archaeology
Primary FoBCA representative at WANR and GNR PAAC
Membership communication
Coastal Clean-ups

A glossary of terms is available on the last page.
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Chairman’s Report
I would like to thank the committee members for their continued involvement throughout the past year.
They are all committed to the FoBCA, willing to spend private time as volunteers to further the mission of
the FoBCA, and always available to help and serve the events, tasks, and initiatives of the FoBCA in its
service to nature, the community and the environment. Without each and every member of the committee,
it will not be possible to have the FoBCA. Their families are also thanked for their support – in allowing the
committee members to fulfil their roles, but often assisting and standing in if numbers are needed.
The Portfolio reports, compiled by each committee member responsible, follow later in this report and show
the extent of the work and activities of the members and their portfolios.
Key points from the Portfolio reports are:
1. CREW: The CREW team has started their work in full force after the effects of Covid-19, continuing
with the first-Saturday-of-the-month walks on the Coastal Dune Trail. They have however been
shocked at seeing the destruction of sometimes Critically Endangered flora species during
development, either through ignorance or just wilful disregard
2. Alien Vegetation hacking: After many years of dedicated weekly hacks in the BBNR, the Alien
Hacking team now only works on an on-call basis. We thank Eddie Heimann and his team for their
committed support through the years. Their legacy is clear in the big area of cleared land on the
eastern side of the BBNR
6. Battle of Blaauwberg: Dave Honour, the Battle of Blaauwberg portfolio member, has left South Africa
to return to the UK. We thank Dave for the way in which he established and grew the Battle portfolio
with his regular walks and talks (all over Cape Town) and research on the Battle topic. Dave will return
to South Africa regularly and might still do presentations
7. Membership: The number of FoBCA memberships is continuing to grow and numbered nearly 400 in
March 2022 – the maximum ever. There are now 64 Five-year memberships and 14 Ten-year
memberships
8. Coastal Clean-ups: This project, supporting the Green Coast Status agreement between the BBNR
and WESSA, is still a regular feature of the Melkbosstrand and BBNR coastlines and calendar.
Participation from the public and members can be improved, and new ways of marketing the clean-ups
should be considered
9. Comments and Objections: FoBCA has commented as an official on many more developments,
projects, plans and policies than the year before – an increase from 10 to 19 in the past financial year.
One of the developments that the FoBCA has extensively objected to, is that of Erf 223 in Weir Rd,
Milnerton which we hope will never come to fruition
10. PAACs, Wards and BDAELC: Mention must be made of FoBCA’s contribution to Witzands Aquifer
Reserve’s collection of taxidermy mounts. FoBCA has also contributed to the filling of the
Environmental portfolio on Ward 23’s committee, with FoBCA committee member Santie Coetzee now
filling that position
11. Secretarial: We extend a sincere thanks to Ansa du Plessis for her dedication, input and commitment
in the four years she was FoBCA Secretary. Ansa was especially valuable when we had to deal with
technical computer challenges during Covid! We welcome Natalie Bossi to the Secretary position and
hope she will enjoy the role. Natalie has also started leading some Two Hills walks, so is already
making her mark in the FoBCA.
Now that the threat of Covid has gone, some earlier projects can be rekindled and new goals can be set.
The FoBCA is an organisation run on a voluntary basis, so not all goals might be achievable, but with the
current supportive committee, and the big member base, one can endeavour to implement the following:
 The Generator Room on top of Blaauwberg Hill is earmarked to become an interpretative centre, and
some committee members have started towards that. This project should be tackled with new vigour
 The Flower Guide for the Coastal Dune Trail, published a few years ago by the CREW group, has
proven to be very popular. A similar guide for the eastern side of the Reserve should be as popular
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The Battle of Blaauwberg legacy must continue, and while there is a strong group of experts around in
Cape Town, the Battlefield walk is an important component of the legacy. With Dave Honour not
available on a regular basis, the search for a replacement guide for the regular Battle walks has
become urgent
The Battle-Up-Blaauwberg Trail Run normally held in September, and not held in the last two years
for obvious reasons, should be organised and held again
There should be some visible token of remembrance for the Battle of Blaauwberg at an appropriate
site. It will be a long journey to its establishment, but it needs to be started
One of the benefits of being an FoBCA member is that members can create their own volunteer
groups and use the BBNR ‘as an open-air classroom’ according to their interest. We will continue to
urge members (and the public) to become involved in establishing these if their interest is not
represented in the current FoBCA offering. Re-establishing an Alien Hacking group is important in this
respect
Some key components of the FoBCA organisation need reviewing and revamping, eg the FoBCA
website, the recruitment brochure, the frequency of newsletters etc.

We thank our members who contribute to the FoBCA coffers so that the FoBCA can continue to support
the BBNR to be the exemplary reserve that it is. Their contributions also ensure that the FoBCA can
continue its efforts to preserve and conserve the natural environment, as well as the manmade
infrastructure around us. Without these member contributions, nothing will be possible.

_______________________
21 Jun 2022
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Portfolio: ALIEN VEGETATION HACKING
Compiled by Eddie Heimann (Eh.heimann@gmail.com)

From Jul 2021 – 7 Jun 2022, the Alien Hacking team spent 298 man hours hacking/follow up on previously
cleaned areas, of which 46 hours were spent at Bothasig (the rest at the BBNR).
In total an area of approximately 150 hectare was cleared with an average of 4 persons attending the
sessions
The Alien Hacking team has been hacking on a weekly basis in the BBNR for many years, but have now
decided to reduce their availability, but are still on call when needed. Eddie Heimann has however
indicated that he is willing to help start an alien hacking session on Saturday mornings for FoBCA
members. It will be the aim of the committee to start such a group in 2022.
Port Jacksons removed in an area of 1x1m

A beautiful day for hacking
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Portfolio: BATTLEFIELD WALKS, TALKS and ARCHAEOLOGY
Compiled by Dave Honour (davechonour@gmail.com)

1. Battle of Blaauwberg Walks
A total of 6 guided walks of the Battle of Blaauwberg were conducted for the FoBCA or private groups.
Walks were started from the Morning Star entrance gate and concluded at the top of the Blaauwberg
Hill.







31 July 2021
27 September 2021
23 October 2021
6 November 2021
4 December 2021
26 March 2022

15 guests + 1 leader
6 guests + 1 leader
8 guests + 1 leader
10 guests + 1 leader
8 guests + 1 leader
11 guests + 1 leader

A total of 58 members or guests attended the walks.
The guided walk on 27 Sep 2021 was for the staff and management of Zonnekus Resort. This was
undertaken as a thank-you to them for allowing us to use the entrance road to the Morning Star gate.
On 6 Nov 2021 a most enjoyable walk was done for the Voortrekkers Group from Bellville High
School. The children thoroughly enjoyed the hike and did this as part of their environmental education.
The group then returned to the Reserve on 26 Feb 2022 for a beach walk and talk by the Reserve
staff.
The planned anniversary walk in January was again cancelled following concerns over having a large
group during the Covid period.
2. Battle Talks
With the meetings cancelled during the year there were no arranged talks throughout 2021.
As an anniversary event of the Battle of Blaauwberg of 8 Jan 1806, FoBCA member Ian Van Oordt
was invited to present a talk on 8 Jan 2022 to showcase his recently released book: “The Battle for
the Cape – 1778 to 1806 - As told by those who were there”. His talk centred on the collapse of the
Waldeckers during the battle, a subject which has been much misunderstood until now.

About 20 people attended the commemoration event on Sat 8 Jan 2022, including author Ian van Oordt, second
from right, of the book ‘Battle for the Cape 1778 – 1806’,
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3. Archaeology
No archaeological work has been done in the reserve during the year. It is hoped that more students
will take up this subject in the near future.
Contact has been made with Waterloo Uncovered (waterloouncovered.com) in the UK with hope of
connecting with them in future. They are doing extensive archaeological work at the battlefield of
Waterloo in Belgium and are interested in hearing more of the history of Blaauwberg. Hopefully this
will bring more international attention to our battlefield in the future.

See Portfolio report: Print Media for Battle-related articles that appeared in print.
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Portfolio: CREW (Custodians of Rare and Endangered Wildflowers)
Compiled by Petra Broddle (petrabroddle@yahoo.com)

The Custodians of Rare and Endangered Wildflowers (CREW) is a citizen science programme that creates
awareness of threatened plant species in South Africa by involving members of the public to conserve,
monitor, survey and manage the habitats where these plants occur.
The FoBCA and FoTH CREW volunteers are: Jan Wicht, Kay Loubser, Petra Broddle, Melda Goets, Gurli
Armbruster, Vera Frith, Wesley Ruthenberg, Karien Naude, Andre Venter, Richard Adcock and Hannetjie
du Toit.
Kay Loubser and Petra Broddle guided five botanical walks on the Coastal Dune Hiking Trail at the BBNR
(Blaauwberg Nature Reserve). On all these walks they were accompanied by the CoCT (City of Cape
Town) conservation security rangers after some unfortunate incidents early last year. Walk details always
published on the FoBCA website.
The FoBCA CREW has for the last five years been involved with the Search & Rescue process in the
greater Sunningdale, Sandown and Rivergate development zone. This year the activities were scaled
down, as development focused on areas cleared of vegetation in previous years.
This year (2021/2022) the CREW team worked in five broad geographical areas.
1. Along the West Coast, they visited Witsands Aquifer Nature Reserve, Silwerstroom, Grotto Bay (for a
post burn survey) and for the first time Jakkalsfontein, in search of some critically endangered species.
2. In the Mamre cluster they visited various sites, also included here the natural areas at the Groote Post
Winery.
3. In the Darling / Malmesbury cluster they visited Kalbaskraal, Riverlands Nature Reserve,
Nieuwepost Conservation Area and Rondevlei.
4. In the Agter-Paarl and Joostenberg area they visited several sites where we regularly monitor
threatened species. We were fortunate to make the acquaintance of some local plant enthusiasts and
we visited new sites with them.
5. The last geographical area can best be described as their regular beat. Geographically close by, they
frequently visit these sites for a number of reasons. At the start of 2022 a number of the CoCT’s
natures reserves undertook controlled burns at sites where fire is a prerequisite for healthy productive
veld. Additionally, several sites are undergoing active restoration and it is wonderful to see the hard
work of the FoBCA Alien Hacking Team and contractors paying off. At the BBNR long lost drainage
lines were freed of Acacia, hinting at their former glory.
The CREW team undertook a survey of the Table View beach dunes and although these dunes have
been disturbed in the past, some threatened species continue to survive in pockets. Locally they
continue to explore and monitor the following sites: BBNR, the Melkbosstrand Conservation Areas,
Van Schoorsdrif Conservation Area, Bloubergstrand Conservation Corridors, Sunset Beach, Sandown
Fynbos Corridor, Parklands Fynbos Corridor and Milnerton Racecourse. On the other side of the Diep
River: Atlantic Hills, Tygerberg Nature Reserve and Durbanville Racecourse.
This year has also been a little more traumatic than usual. At a number of places the team was made
aware of activities, or lack of activity, that destroyed or negatively impacted on threatened environments
and plant species. At one such site, a small section of veld was ploughed, destroying a whole range of
threatened species. The small area gained by the farmer can never justify the loss of Critically Endangered
species. Fortunately, new satellite technology will make it impossible for people to destroy veld without
consequences.
Covid restrictions again cancelled the countrywide CREW teams’ annual workshop, but online events were
arranged in lieu of. Both CREW and the Botanical Society of South Africa have YouTube channels with
recorded presentations by specialists.
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On the citizen science engagement front The Great Southern Bioblitz in October 2021 was better
supported by the CREW members than the City Nature Challenge in April 2022. April is probably the worst
time of the year to be photographing plants in the veld.
The main tool for recording plant observations for the CREW team is via the iNaturalist platform. Since the
last AGM, 11 observers posted 5081 observations, representing 1523 species!
Anyone interested in learning about and looking for plants is welcome to join the CREW team. You will
need a camera and be willing to upload your observations to iNaturalist (training will be provided). A high
level of fitness is definitely not essential.

Sunningdale Ephemeral Pan July 2021. Dr Stuart Hall is
monitoring the water quality on site. Healthy ephemeral pans are
very rare generally and host many interesting species of fauna and
flora. Typically they are threatened by invasive grasses and
Acacias, eutrophication and disturbances of their water sources.

This leafy green plant in the carrot family Apiaceae is Cynorhiza
meifolia. This is only the third recorded observation, at a new third
site of this species in recent times. Until recently it had not been
seen for 180 years and the rediscovery was featured on the front
page of the Veld & Flora magazine in December 2018.

Critically Endangered Amphithalea ericifolia subsp erecta in
the family Fabaceae seen flowering for the first time in the
Parklands Fynbos Corridor last year. This small population is
under threat from water pipeline excavations for the new Sandown
developments.

This is Lachenalia pallida, commonly known as Viooltjies, and
although it is not threatened we were lucky to see it growing on
mass at one of our new sites last spring
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This is Disperis circumflexa circumflexa in the family Orchidaceae. Our observation of
this seldom seen species was a first record on iNaturalist for the City of Cape Town
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Portfolio: GREEN COAST STATUS (Coastal Clean-ups)
Compiled by Stephanie Muller and Rob Webster

The Coastal Clean-ups, a project under the auspices of WESSA, occur regularly in the last week of each
month. A database collects the contact details of all participants thus far, and an email alerts everyone the
week prior to the clean-up, about the following week’s clean-up. Posts about the clean-up are also done
on 3 Facebook pages: FoBCA’s own facebook page; ‘Bloubergstranders’ (15 600 members) and
‘Melkbosstranders’ (27 800 members).
The staff of BBNR draw a sample of bags from the haul each day, and analyse the contents. The results
are reported to management, and FoBCA report it on a daily basis on the above 3 Facebook pages.
The number of participants of the coastal clean-ups since inception:

The effect of Winter is noticeable in the number of participants.
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Example of a recent post on the clean-up of the day on Facebook – note the high number of people
reached:
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Portfolio: HIKES, WALKS, TRAIL RUNS
Compiled by Stephanie Muller (hike@bca.org.za)

1. Two Hills walk
It is important to give the public an opportunity to visit the eastern side of the Reserve which is closed
to the public. This happens on the last weekend of the month by way of the Two Hills walk. The
participation in these walks in the financial year was as follows
Date

Type of Walk

# of attendees

Leader

Sat 29 May 21

Two Hills – Public walk

10

Stephanie Muller

Sat 26 Jun 21

Two Hills – Public walk

5

Stephanie Muller

Sat 31 Jul 21

Two Hills – Public walk

22

Stephanie Muller

Sat 11 Sep 21

Two Hills – Private Group (Voetslaan 55)

10

Stephanie Muller

Sat 25 Sep 21

Two Hills – Public walk

10

Stephanie Muller

Tue 9 Nov 21

Two Hills – Private Group (CUM Hiking)

13

Stephanie Muller

Sun 5 Dec 21

Two Hills – Public walk

8

Stephanie Muller

Wed 29 Dec 21

Two Hills – Public walk

21

Stephanie Muller

Sat 5 Feb 22

Two Hills – Public walk

10

Stephanie Muller

Sat 26 Feb 22

Two Hills – Public walk

10

Stephanie Muller

Total

117
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2. Coastal Dune Trail:
This trail, starting out opposite Eerste Steen, is a 4.5 long trail and very popular amongst the local
public, as it has a wide variety of plant and bird species. Unfortunately there were two mugging
incidents over 2 weekends in a row in July 2021, and as a result the public was warned to adhere to
much stricter security measures when walking the trail. FoBCA also co-ordinated the set-up of sign
boards placed at selected points warning visitors of the crime risk (we thank Pam Golding (Sandra
Robb) for the sponsorship of these boards).

3. Trail Runs
The annual Battle-Up Blaauwberg Trail run, normally held in September of each year in partnership
with West Coast Athletic Club, Table Bay Mall and BBNR, is an important source of funding for
FoBCA. It was again not held in September 2021, but the aim is to repeat this popular run in
September 2022.
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Portfolio: MEDIA
Compiled by Stephanie Muller (chair@bca.org.za)

1.

FoBCA in Facebook:

The Page visits and Likes pattern over the financial year 2021/22 for the FoBCA page were as
follows:

Pages Likes increased from 1165 at the end of the previous financial year (31 Mar 2021), to 1593 as
at 18 Jun 2022.
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2.

FoBCA Website (www.bca.org.za)
The Home page of www.bca.org.za looks like this:

The daily number of users for the 6 months to 31 Mar 2022 was as follows, with nearly 40 on one
day in January:
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The most popular pages were the Home page (the calendar of events is shown on here), and the
page with the Montispectus Accomodation information:
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3.

FoBCA in Print media
An important event in the FoBCA calendar in the past financial year was the BBNR being declared as
a provincial heritage site, as a result of the Battle of Blaauwberg that took place here on 8 Jan 1806 .
Anroux Marais, Minister of Culture and Sport for the Western Cape handed over a plaque to the City
of Cape Town on Tue 24 Aug 2021, after Heritage Western Cape approved the site for its Provincial
Register.
Holding the plaque were Koos Retief - Reserve Manager of BBNR, Anroux Marais - Minister of
Culture and Sport of the Western Cape, and Nora Grose - Councillor Ward 23:

.
Very happy and proud FoBCA representatives Pat Titmuss, Roy Fuller-Gee, Stephanie Muller:
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4.

FoBCA Newsletter
Three FoBCA newsletters were sent out during the 2021/2022 year: 23 Jun 2021; 2 Sep 2021 and 4
Nov 2021. This was less than the 5 newsletter sent out in the previous financial year. The committee
will endeavour to return to 5 newsletters in this financial year, as a result of the high viewership of the
newsletters. It is clear that it is a popular communication channel with members.
According to the Mail Chimp (FoBCA’s bulk email platform) statistics and following the trend of the
previous year, an average of 43% of recipients read our newsletters sent via email over the year,
decreasing a further 2%. Even though this is well above the average experienced by fellow NPOs using
the platform, it seems less people read the newsletters than other emails we send out. It is important
that members give us feedback, contributions and suggestions as to what they would like to read in
their newsletters.
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Portfolio: MEMBERSHIP
Compiled by Jackie Potgieter (membership@bca.org.za)

The FOBCA is happy to report that the membership figures surpassed the previous year-end total after
only 3 months into the 2021/2022 membership year, and that was despite restrictions due to Covid-19
still ongoing. The year ended with 401 memberships, a reassuring 43% increase on the previous year’s
total.

Membership numbers

Membership growth over year 2021/2022
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131 annual memberships were renewed, mostly before or within 3 months of their expiry date. The 161
(112 the previous year) new memberships issued over the year, included over 20 previously lapsed
members. There was a slump during the July 2021 lockdown, but that was after a record-breaking 36
new members in June. 20 new and existing members have joined those enjoying long-term
memberships, pushing the totals as at 31 March 2022 to 64 for the 5-year option and 14 for the 10-year
option.
Although we cannot expect to match the surge experienced at the start of the 2021/2022 membership
year, we are optimistic our membership will continue to grow steadily over the coming year. There is
indication that more people are opting for 5- and 10-year memberships which bolsters our loyal member
base in the long term.
With regard to certain focus areas within the FoBCA activities, the table below shows a breakdown of
fields of interest of FoBCA members and associates. Note this does not accurately define the member
base:




Not everyone indicates their interests on the application/renewal form, so are not counted in the
378 (474 are on the database)
294 included in the total count have indicated more than one interest
The percentage share of each field remains more or less constant compared to last year. There
is an increased interest in the field of photography – understandably, considering our beautiful
reserve
Fields of Interest
Walks & hikes
Wildlife
Flowers & plants
Surf sports
Battle of Blaauwberg
Birds & butterflies
Photography
Cultural heritage
Green Coast
Trail running
Hacking
Youth activities
Other
Total # in count

# indicating an
interest
260
194
191
187
149
144
138
136
98
85
65
57
30
378

% of total # in
count
69%
51%
51%
49%
39%
38%
37%
36%
26%
22%
17%
15%
8%

% change from
last year
1
(2)
2
4
(1)
(1)
2
(1)
1
1
(1)
(0)
(1)
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Portfolio: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Compiled by Stephanie Muller (chair@bca.org.za)

1.

Public commentary
One of the FoBCA’s important roles is to investigate, assess, review and comment on developments
that could affect the BCA environment. The FoBCA has participated and commented on the following
developments/issues:
#

1

2

3

4

Application

Date sent

FoBCA Comment

Application to Heritage Western Cape for a
permit for emergency repairs on Erf 10295
Malmesbury
Permit Application for Demolition of the
Existing buildings on the remainder of Erf
1960, Killarney (the old seminary)
Application for Demolition of dwelling and
outbuilding on Erf 223 (Weir Rd), Milnerton

15 Mar 21

No objection.

23 Mar 21

No objection.

05 Apr 21

FoBCA stated strong objection against the demolition
and the proposed ultimate development of a high-rise
building on the two merged adjacent properties

Application to Heritage Western Cape for a
permit for an additional structure, on a
Provincial Heritage Site, situated on erf 518, 7
Church Street, Malmesbury

29 Apr 21

No objection.

Application for Demolition of dwelling and
outbuilding on Erf 223 (Weir Rd), Milnerton

21 May 21

5

FoBCA registered to participate in the Public
Participation process for this application

Spatial Vision, Development Priorities For
Cape Town – Blaauwberg District

06 Jun 21

6

FoBCA advocate no development without establishing
appropriate infrastructure that can handle public
transport, sewerage, educational and health needs of
an increased population in the area

Proposed alterations to Erf 495 Melkbosstrand
- House Booysen

25 Jun 21

7

Appeal by applicant ELCO Property
Developments to HWC decision against
proposed fencing on Remainder of Farm Klein
Melkbosch, Blaauwberg

05 Jul 21

No objection, however general concern about the
facades of the original Melkbosstrand beachfront
homes being eroded, and bigger structures on
properties resulting in more rainwater into the storm
water system and less available to soak away to feed
water table.
FoBCA stated that it does not support the appeal by
the applicant against the decision of HWC HOMS.
Due to archeological sensitivity of area, impact of the
fencing on BBNR, and supporting HWC’s requirement
for a Heritage Impact Assessment to be done.

Application for Demolition of dwelling and
outbuilding on Erf 223 (Weir Rd), Milnerton

14 Jul 21

Draft Basic Assessment Report And
Environmental Management Programme For
Proposed Welbeloond Phase 2 Mixed Use
Development

23 Jul 21

8

9

10

FoBCA appealed the rejection by HWC of FoBCA's
strong objection to the development (see #3 in this
table) by HWC.
FoBCA requested to be listed as an IAAP, and
commented on the documentation and process of the
project, as well as the impact that the development
will have on sewerage and possible pollution, and
impact on the botany, wetland and river corridors in
the area

Proposed flatlet development - Erf 1105
Malmesbury

17 Sep 21

11

FBCA requested that some architectural elements
from the existing structure are retained and
incorporated, and the necessity of building on the
border of the neighbouring property affecting the
historical view.

Planning Application on Erf 223 as advertisied
on City of Cape Town website

25 Oct 21

12

FoBCA strongly objected to the planned six-storey
structure on the erf after demolition, listing extensive
impact on heritage value and character of the
immediate area, possible flooding, effect on traffic,
impact on sewerage infrastructure, objecting against
claims of support of densification policy of CoCT,
effect on skyline and aesthetics of view from R27, etc.
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Proposed alterations – Erf 258 Melkbosstrand

01 Dec 21

FoBCA commented on the aesthetics of the proposed
addition not tying in with the existing house, and
requesting procedures to be followed to preserve any
possible archeological findings. A second set of plans
was submitted which FoBCA had no objection to.

Application for a permit for emergency repairs
on Erf 10295 Malmesbury

24 Dec 21

14

FoBCA supported the emergency repairs to the
structure, to prevent further collapse of the building.

Planned Ecological Burn (Feb-Apr 2022) Parklands Fynbos Corridor

21 Jan 22

15

FoBCA requested that the burn is preceded by a
period of waste removal and asked whether there will
be a pre-seeding project.

Application for signage: Erf 658, Malmesbury

24 Jan 22

FoBCA expressed concern about the size and style of
the signage and that it should compliment the style of
the Malmesbury heritage buildings in general.

Planned Alterations at Erf 2184, Darling

24 Feb 22

No objection

Sub-division of Erf 5515, Malmesbury and
demolition of buildings

04 Mar 22

FoBCA commented that it did not support the current
planned sub-division’s surface area allocation to the 2
key portions on the erf, and also commented on the
negative effect on the view of heritage buildings on
the 'Remainder' portion. FoBCA also requested
retaining relics of the old buildings to be demolished
and incorporating them into new buildings.

EIA Public Participation Process - Proposed
Table View Beachfront Upgrade &
Maintenance of Existing Infrastructure

22 Mar 22

FoBCA supported the proposed actions for the
restoration of this beachfront, with many suggestions
on litter handling, management of storm water, the
reduction of impermeable hardened surfaces, and
many more.
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17
18
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Developments/applications affecting heritage, are normally handled by the FoBCA Heritage subcommittee, comprising of Petra Broddle, Christiana Groenewoud, Paul Naylor, Shirley Russel, Pat
Titmuss and the chairman. The chairman thanks these members for their dedicated commitment
during the year.
2.

PAACs
The FoBCA is represented on the Protected Areas Advisory Committees (PAACs) of 4 reserves, on
Ward committees and on the Blouberg Developmental Area Environmental Liaison Committee
(BDAELC).
The role of the PAACs is to advise the CoCT on matters of interest, and to facilitate interaction,
communication, engagement and the development of partnerships with surrounding communities and
interest groups on how reserves are managed. The PAAC committee members serve for a period of 3
years, after which new members must be nominated. A new 3-year period started on … and new
nominee applications were sent in by FoBCA.
FoBCA had representatives in the following PAACs up till August 2021:
PAAC Area

FoBCA Representative #1

FoBCA Representative #2

Blaauwberg Nature Reserve (BBNR)

Roy Fuller-Gee

Stephanie Muller

Table Bay Nature Reserve (TBR)

Marie Enslin

Christiane Groenewoud

Witzands Aquifer Nature Reserve (WANR)

Paul Naylor

Christiane Groenewoud

Ganzekraal Conservation Area (GCA)

Paul Naylor

Petra Broddle

New representatives were required for the next 3 year term of the PAAC’s from Aug 2021 onward,
and the following members were nominated:
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Area

FoBCA Representative #1

FoBCA Representative #2

Blaauwberg Nature Reserve (BBNR)

Stephanie Muller

Roy Fuller-Gee

Table Bay Reserve (TBNR)

Marie Enslin

Christiane Groenewoud

Witsands Aquifer Nature Reserve (WANR)

Paul Naylor

Pat Titmuss

Ganzekraal Conservation Area (GCA)

Paul Naylor

Petra Broddle

Witzands Aquifer Nature Reserve (WANR):
Compiled by Paul Naylor (pnaylor@worldonline.co.za)

With the easing of Covid restrictions and the re-opening of Reserves in the latter part of 2021,
Witzands was a popular destination for South Africans who had been cooped up for several months
and wanted to use the unique facilitates that WANR offers such as, 4 x 4 and Quad bike trails,
Sandboarding, Hiking and Film shoots. This was borne out by the high number of visitors recorded
over the Festive Season.
With the lifting of Covid restrictions WANR were able to continue using their facilities as a Craft
Market, for locals to display and sell their goods and it is hoped this can continue as a monthly event.
Another accolade for WANR was that at CoCT’s Annual Award Ceremony, they were recognised as
the best Reserve of the Year, no doubt due to the hard work put in by their Management and
dedicated Staff.
As part of FoBCA’s involvement with the various reserves in our area, due consideration is given to
sponsorship of certain events and other justified requests and as such we were able to assist in
sponsoring the mounting of an African Wild Cat, which will be displayed at the reserve and will be of
great educational value. (See image).

For further information regarding the WANR, one can access this website: https://www.capetown.gov.za/Family%20and%20home/See-all-city-facilities/Our-recreationalfacilities/Nature%20reserves/Witzands%20Aquifer%20Nature%20Reserve
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Ganzekraal Conservation Area (GCA):
Compiled by Paul Naylor (pnaylor@worldonline.co.za)

GCA was formed as part of Cape Nature’s jurisdiction over the area on the West Coast starting from
the Northern boundary of the CoCT’s Witzands reserve. The inaugural PAAC meeting was held on 19
Mar 2021 and at the last PAAC meeting held on 8 Jun 2022, members of the Dassen Island Protected
Area Committee were combined with those from GCA.
Whilst still in its infancy, great strides have already been made by the GCA in achieving certain goals
covering their 6 Key Focal Values, namely:

Lowland Fynbos Mosaic



Natural Wetlands



Atlantis Aquifer



Coastal, Inshore & Intertidal Systems



Cultural & Historic Heritage



Sensitive Island Ecosystem.

With a relative large coastline (now including Dassen Island), much of the GCA’s focus is on same,
with attention being given to some of the degradation around areas such as the Ganzekraal resort,
partly due to uncontrolled public access. Another positive aspect by some of the staff at GCA, is the
initiation of a fish tagging program, utilising local sea fishermen in the coastal area.
Further information on the conservation of this area can be found in the following document: https://www.capenature.co.za/uploads/files/protected-area-management-plans/Dassen-ComplexPAMP_board-approved.pdf
An ongoing topic is the demise of the Ganzekraal homestead. FoBCA have been involved for several
years in attempting to have the historic homestead/farm Ganzekraal (just off the R27 road, approx. 35
kilometres north of Blaauwberg) fully restored to its former glory, of which the title deeds go back to
1709.
Ganzekraal in the early 1930’s:
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Sadly due to various reasons (finance being one of the main ones), over the last 4 years, the
destruction and weathering of the buildings and surrounds, have now made it non-viable to
contemplate Ganzekraal’s restoration.

Ganzekraal before its deterioration – it could still have been restored:

Ganzekraal Old School & Stables - now beyond repair:

The FoBCA has now approached Heritage Western Cape with the proposal that if funds cannot be
found, then as a minimum the site should be declared a National Heritage site and given a blue
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plaque status. This would ensure that there will still be a record of its importance to our heritage and it
will not be forgotten to generations to come.
Blaauwberg Nature Reserve: Reserves falling under the City of Cape Town produce Quarterly
reports. The BBNR Quarterly report is always placed on the FoBCA website
https://www.bca.org.za/reserve-management.html for public consumption.
Table Bay Nature Reserve: A major and ongoing topic of the TBNR PAAC was the pollution in
Rietvlei.

3.

Ward committee representation
Ward Committees
Ward 23 (in which the BBNR falls)
Ward 107
Ward 113

4.

Subcouncil (2022)
1
1
3

Councillor
Paul Swart
Nicky Reeder
Joy Solomon

FoBCA Representative
Santie Coetzee
Christiane Groenewoud
Marie Enslin

Environmental Liaison Committees (ELCs)
The above committees’ purpose is to ensure compliance with the environmental conditions in the
area’s urban development.
Blaauwberg Development Area ELC
Stephanie Muller represented FoBCA during the financial year.
One of the ongoing projects reported on in the BDAELC meetings is the ecological health monitoring of
the Ephemeral Pan in Parklands. The property of the Pan was formally handed over by the developers,
Garden Cities, to the CoCT in March 2022.
Big Bay ELC
Pat Titmuss is the FoBCA representative on this committee. Santie Coetzee (on the FoBCA
committee), represents Bloubergstrand Residents’ Association on the same committee.
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Portfolio: Secretarial
Compiled by Stephanie Muller (chair@bca.org.za)

FOBCA Committee meetings are held on the fourth Tuesday of every month.

Meeting
Number
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174

Date
23 Mar 2021
25 May 2021
22 Jun 2021
27 Jul 2021
24 Aug 2021
28 Sep 2021
2 Nov 2021
25 Jan 2022
22 Feb 2022
22 Mar 2022

Number of
Attendees
5
7
9
6
8
5
7
6
6
7

Ansa du Plessis resigned as Secretary after four years of dedicated work in this portfolio, and Natalie Bossi
took over from her as Secretary in March 2022.

Portfolio: Legal
Compiled by Marie Enslin (marie@ibi.co.za)

There was no litigation necessary during the financial year.
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Glossary:
BBNR = Blaauwberg Nature Reserve
BDAELC = Blaauwberg Development Area Environmental Liaison Committee
CoCT = City of Cape Town
CREW = Custodians of Rare and Endangered Wild flowers
ELC = Environmental Liaison Committee
FoBCA = Friends of Blaauwberg Conservation Area
FoTH = Friends of Tygerberg Hills
GNR = Ganzekraal Nature Reserve
HWC = Heritage Western Cape
PAAC = Protected Areas Advisory Committee
TBNR = Table Bay Nature Reserve
WANR = Witzands Aquifer Nature Reserve
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